classic designs in laminate

smart surfaces | clever ideas

smart surfaces
At Bushboard, we like to create smart surfaces that
work for your home and assure long-lasting style.
We understand what makes a kitchen beautiful
and practical. Today’s kitchens are social spaces
for cooking, dining and relaxing and our products
will give you the design freedom to create them –
regardless of size or budget.
In our Prima range you will find clever ideas to excite
and inspire, from luxurious granites to fashionably
Slimline edges, curved components or ready-made
island units and from high performance textures to
versatile splashbacks.
Traditional or contemporary kitchens are a neutral
canvas to bring to life with luxurious worksurface
designs. Our signature True Scale collection
reinterprets natural stones, marbles and granites
in spectacular fashion. So, make a statement, add
some drama or go for glamour with our impeccable
choice of designs and textures. Plus, we offer
different edge profiles that will help you add your
personal stamp.
Our new online Design Studio lets you play with
different ideas and bring your creativity to life, simply
log on to www.bushboard.co.uk. Our retail partners
nationwide will also help you with design and have
many of our products on display.
When you buy a Bushboard product, you are buying
into our ethos of exceptional quality and customer
care. Our products carry a lifetime guarantee and
have a unique installation warranty. That way you can
be sure your Prima worksurface will look sensational
and give years of pleasure.
Pictured: Slimline 22mm True Scale Calacatta Marble 1205mm island
and slab end in Radiance texture.

log on to www.bushboard.co.uk/design-studio
to design your own look.
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Front cover: Slimline 22mm True Scale Marbled Cappuccino
worksurface and upstand in Radiance texture with Dogbone Earth
splashback.

www.bushboard.co.uk
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statement stones
The signature True Scale collection will make
a luxury statement in your kitchen. These
designs are distinctive because they are
printed in life-like proportion.
Elegant and exuberant, they design beautifully
with traditional hand painted or sleek
handleless door styles. Frame your island
unit with a designer slab end or run the
luxury design through the worksurface and
splashback to outstanding effect.
True Scale designs mirror perfectly the beauty
of exclusive granites, marbles and stones,
allowing you to create a truly top-end look,
while being so much more affordable.
And the new 22mm Slimline thickness just
makes them all the more desirable.
Pictured left: Slimline 22mm True Scale Marbled
Cappuccino worksurface and splashbacks, all in Radiance
texture.

Pictured detail: Slimline 22mm True Scale Antique Marble
worksurface and splashback, both in Etchings texture.
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design edge
We want to make every worksurface look the very
best it can and so we’ve developed a choice of
elegant profiles to suit the design, texture and style.
New to Prima is the Slimline 22mm edge that gives
a wonderfully sleek and streamlined look. It goes
so well with traditional, modern and contemporary
handleless kitchens.
It’s exclusively available in six luxurious stones.
Pictured right: Slimline 22mm True Scale Jet Sequoia worksurface
in Radiance texture and Maui Gloss splashback.

Pictured detail: Slimline 22mm True Scale Lightning Marble
worksurface in Etchings texture.
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sleek & slab cut
Our unique Q3 edge detail complements all of our
worksurface designs, whether the Slimline 22mm
or the traditional 38mm thickness.
The squarer shape, with its crisp 3mm radii top
and bottom, enhances our stone and woodgrain
designs with an authentic slab-cut look. Beautiful.
Pictured left: Natural Block Walnut 1205mm island in Matte-58
texture and Slimline 22mm Lightning Marble worksurface and
splashback in Etchings texture.

Pictured detail: Muscovado Granite worksurface in Ceramo
texture.
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square edged
Curves and square edges can flow into one with our
extended range of applied PP edges, available on five
granite and woodgrain designs.
The crisp flat edge can flow round breakfast bars
or corner areas and marry in with our new straight
worktops in the same matching edge detail. All
precision made to offer the highest performance.
With Prima’s ready-made components and sizes,
you can create bespoke looks incorporating curves
which are normally only achieved with more expensive
worksurface materials.
Laminate lets you go high on looks, while keeping the
costs way lower.
Pictured: True Scale Antique Mascarello curved breakfast bar,
worksurface and upstand in Radiance texture.

3600/4100 x 600 x 38mm worksurface edged on one long edge

3580 x 650 x 38mm worksurface with curved end (3050mm front edge) - 263mm radius curves

3000 x 955 x 38mm breakfast bar with curved end - 263mm radius curves
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Slimline 22mm True Scale Jet Sequoia worksurface, upstand,
breakfast bar and slab end, all in Radiance texture.

www.bushboard.co.uk

True Scale Slate Sequoia worksurface and upstand in Radiance
texture and Olive splashback in Matte-58 texture.
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new textures
Our surface textures are carefully chosen
to enhance the design. They also offer an
exceptionally hygienic and easy maintenance
solution for a busy kitchen.
The new Ceramo texture offers a random
blend of matt and high gloss areas that
enrich the Muscovado Granite and Black
Ceramic décors. Radiance, with its subtle
all-over shimmer, adds lustre to the True Scale
collection. And for classic granite looks, there
is always the allure of high gloss.
Pictured left: Muscovado Granite worksurface in Ceramo
texture and Kashmir Gloss splashback.

Pictured detail: Black Ceramic worksurface in Ceramo
texture and Dogbone Earth splashback in Matte-58 texture.
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absolutely radiant
Radiance is our most popular texture
combining a gently undulating surface with a
subtle gloss element. The softly shimmering
surface entices the eye and is appealing to
the touch. And on a practical note, it’s also
very easy to keep clean.
Radiance texture features on our True Scale
designs, refracting the light to give the
worksurface another design dimension. It
also works beautifully on our plain colour
palette of Black Granite, Ice and Espresso.

See page 36 for our complete range of
Radiance designs or use the BB Design Studio
at www.bushboard.co.uk/design-studio to
create your perfect kitchen style.

When combined with our Q3 edge it gives a
crisp modern look.
Pictured: Black Granite worksurface and upstand, both
in Radiance texture.

Calacatta Marble Radiance

Antique Mascarello Radiance

Breccia Paradiso Radiance
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luxury islands for all
Island units make a superb focal point for any kitchen.
The social hub to gather round to chat, do homework,
prepare food, cook and eat.
With Prima, you can create a luxurious island very
easily whether you have a large open plan room or a
more compact space to play with. And the realism of
our laminate designs will give you the high-end look of
expensive natural materials at much more affordable
prices.
Prima includes a specially sized 3000mm x 1205mm
island unit component which is the most versatile
design size for any kitchen layout.
There are six designs to choose from in the
sleek 22mm Slimline profile, together with three
popular designs in 38mm. Why not add a slab end
worksurface too for an extra touch? You can use an
end panel matching your furniture to clad the inner
face.
Pictured right: Slimline 22mm True Scale Lightning Marble
worksurface and splashback, both in Etchings texture.

Pictured detail: Slimline 22mm True Scale Marbled Cappuccino
worksurface, 1205mm island, slab end and splashbacks, all in
Radiance texture.
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22mm Slimline True Scale Calacatta Marble worksurface, 1205mm
island, slab end and splashback, all in Radiance texture.

www.bushboard.co.uk
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22mm Slimline True Scale Marbled Cappuccino
1205mm island in Radiance texture.

www.bushboard.co.uk

True Scale Crema Mascarello breakfast bar, worksurface, slab end
and upstand, all in Etchings texture.
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smooth & natural
Prima excels in woodgrains. High quality print
definition and superb matt textures combine to
reflect nature’s finest species. And the square Q3
profile gives the worksurface a natural timber look.
The exotic tones of Ebony and Zebrano, and
the classics of Beech, Oak and Blocked Walnut,
offer the best of both worlds — natural beauty
in a material that is durable and ever so easy to
maintain.
Try adding any of our 36 splashbacks for a design
statement.
Pictured right: Soft Walnut Blocked worksurface and Dogbone
Storm splashback, both in Matte-58 texture.

Pictured detail: Ebony worksurface and splashback in Naturelle
texture and Olive splashback in Matte-58 texture.
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splashbacks are smart
There are 36 design ideas in splashbacks that will
complete your kitchen perfectly. With graphic prints,
oxidised metals, plain colours, luxury granites and
matt woodgrains, there’s an abundance of choice to
make a real design impact.
Be on-trend with hand finished etched copper. Create
a bespoke look by colour blocking for contrast or go
for all-out luxury and run beautiful granites throughout
the scheme.

Go to our BB Design Studio at
www.bushboard.co.uk/design-studio
and create your ideal splashback and
worksurface combination.

Not only do they look stunning, but are also ever so
practical and easy to clean.
Pictured right: Smoke worksurface in Riverwash texture and real
metal laminate Ragged Copper splashback.

Pictured detail: 22mm Slimline True Scale Pearl Marble worksurface
in Etchings texture and Burgundy Gloss splashback.
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True Scale Soapstone Sequoia worksurface and
splashback, both in Honed texture.

www.bushboard.co.uk

Soft Walnut Blocked worksurface with Dogbone Storm
splashback, both in Matte-58 texture.
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finish the look
It’s always the small details that make the difference;
our stone, granite or woodgrain worksurfaces can be
elegantly finished with a matching upstand.
All of our upstands feature the same Q3 edge
profile as on our worksurfaces, giving you a stylish
and co-ordinated look.
Upstands are available to complement every
worksurface design and are sealed in place with
BB Complete colour-matched adhesive for an
impeccable finish.
Pictured right: True Scale Golden Mascarello worksurface and
upstand in Radiance texture.

Pictured detail: True Scale Crema Mascarello worksurface, slab end
and upstand in Etchings texture.

22mm
Slimline Q3
worksurface
in 6 selected
designs

28mm Q3

38mm Q3

worksurface
in 8 selected
designs

worksurface
in all designs
except
Lightning
Marble,
Golden
Morning Oak
and Classic
Onyx

38mm
Square edge
worksurface
in 5 designs
with PP edge
detail

8mm
splashback

Q3
upstand
in all
worksurface
designs
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Amber Kashmir worksurface and upstand,
both in Crystal texture.

www.bushboard.co.uk

Slimline 22mm True Scale Jet Sequoia worksurface and splashback,
both in Radiance texture.
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the luxury of True Scale
Bring grace and luxury to your kitchen with our
True Scale stone collection.
Printed in life-like proportion they mirror perfectly
the beauty of exclusive granites, marble and stone,
allowing you to create a truly authentic look, yet so
much more affordably.
Elegant. Exclusive. Easy.
Pictured right: Slimline 22mm True Scale Calacatta Marble
worksurface, 1205mm island and splashback, all in Radiance
texture.

Pictured detail: True Scale Antique Mascarello curved
worksurface with applied PP square edge in Radiance texture.
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Antique Mascarello
Black Fossilstone
Blue Storm
Breccia Paradiso
Calacatta Marble
Golden Mascarello
Jet Sequoia
Marbled Cappuccino
Slate Sequoia
Black Granite
Espresso
Ice
Black Granite
Latte
Smoke
Soapstone Sequoia
Amber Kashmir
Black Granite
Olympus
Ebony
Black Ceramic
Muscovado Granite
Antique Marble
Crema Mascarello
Lightning Marble
Pearl Marble
Amber Kashmir
Black Granite
Black Quasar
Blue Magma
Cornish Granite
Granite Black Brown
Lava Dust
Madrid Jade
Olympus
Perlato Granite
Polar White
Sandgrain
Stardust
Toscana
Beech Butcher Block
Cherry Butcher Block
Clear Maple
Millstar Cream
Natural Block Walnut
Rural Oak
Soft Walnut Blocked
Wenge Blocked
Woodmix
Zebrano Blocked
Classic Onyx
Golden Morning Oak

Radiance
Radiance
Radiance
Radiance
Radiance
Radiance
Radiance
Radiance
Radiance
Radiance
Radiance
Radiance
Riverwash
Riverwash
Riverwash
Honed
Glastex Gloss
Glastex Gloss
Glastex Gloss
Naturelle
Ceramo
Ceramo
Etchings
Etchings
Etchings
Etchings
Crystal
Crystal
Crystal
Crystal
Crystal
Crystal
Crystal
Crystal
Crystal
Crystal
Crystal
Crystal
Crystal
Crystal
Matte-58
Matte-58
Matte-58
Matte-58
Matte-58
Matte-58
Matte-58
Matte-58
Matte-58
Matte-58
Matte-58
Matte-58
Splashbacks		
Brushed Aluminium
Metal
Ragged Copper
Metal
Dogbone Earth
Matte-58
Dogbone Storm
Matte-58
Aquamarine
Glastex Gloss
Burgundy
Glastex Gloss
Crystal White
Glastex Gloss
Graphite
Glastex Gloss
Iris
Glastex Gloss
Kashmir
Glastex Gloss
Maui
Glastex Gloss
Olive
Matte-58
Pumice
Glastex Gloss

3600 x 600 x 38mm
PP one long edge only
4100 x 600 x 38mm
PP one long edge only
3580 x 650 x 38mm
curved worksurface
3000 x 955 x 38mm
curved breakfast bar
PP edging 4200mm

3000 x 800 x 8mm
midway splashback
1500 x 1200 x 8mm
hob panel splashback

28mm

22mm

38mm

Square edged 38mm

splashbacks

mushroom													•
• •
•		• • •
• •
jet black													•
• •								
chocolate													•
• •						 • •
mushroom													•
• •						 • •
ash grey			 •		•
• •						• • •						 • •
fudge													•
• •						 • •
jet black			 •		•
• •						• • •						 • •
chocolate			 •		•
• •						• • •						 • •
mushroom													•
• •								
jet black													•
• •						 • •
chocolate													•
• •						 • •
ash grey													•
• •						 • •
jet black													•
• •								
vanilla													•
• •								
basalt grey													•
• •								
pewter grey													•
• •						 • •
fudge													•
• •								
jet black													•
• •						 • •
chocolate													•
• •								
chocolate													•
• •						 • •
jet black													•
• •						 • •
mushroom													•
• •
•		• • •
• •
vanilla				•
• • •
• • • •										 • •
vanilla								 •
• • •						• • • •
• •
slate grey				•
• • •														 • •
ash grey				•
• • •
• • • •										 • •
fudge								 •
• • • •								•			
jet black
• •						 • • • • •					 • • • •
• •
jet black								 •
• • •										 • •
slate grey								 •
• • •												
ivory
• •						 • • • •										 • •
basalt grey								 •
• • •												
silver grey
• •						 • • • •												
chocolate								 •
• • •												
chocolate								 •
• • •												
pewter grey								 •
• • •												
ice white
• •						 • • • •												
ivory								 •
• • •												
basalt grey •
•						 • • • •												
chestnut								 •
• • •												
oatmeal
• •						 • • • •												
chestnut								 •
• • •												
vanilla								 •
• • •												
silver grey								 •
• • •												
fudge								 •
• • • •					 • • • •
• •
fudge								 •
• • •												
chocolate								 •
• • •												
chocolate								 •
• • •												
oatmeal								 •
• • •												
chocolate								 •
• • •												
ivory
• •																					
toffee
• •																					

																							
• •
																					 • •
																					 • •
																					 • •
																					 • •
																					 • •
																					 • •
																					 • •
																					 • •
																					 • •
																					 • •
																					 • •
																					 • •

True Scale

3000 x 100 x 20mm
upstand

3000 x 600 x 38mm
worksurface
4100 x 600 x 38mm
worksurface
4100 x 665 x 38mm
breakfast bar
4100 x 900 x 38mm
breakfast bar
3000 x 1205 x 38mm
island
3600 x 600 x 38mm
worksurface
3600 x 665 x 38mm
breakfast bar
3600 x 900 x 38mm
breakfast bar

adhesive colour

3600 x 600 x 22mm
worksurface
4100 x 600 x 22mm
worksurface
3000 x 900 x 22mm
breakfast bar
3000 x 1205 x 22mm
island
PP edging 4200mm

texture

3000 x 600 x 28mm
worksurface
3000 x 900 x 28mm
breakfast bar

the professional worktop jointing adhesive

décor		

Complete colour
matched adhesive

True Scale

upstands

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WUS
Antique Mascarello R adiance	
NEW

Golden Mascarello R adiance	
WUS

True Scale

True Scale

WUS
Crema Mascarello E tchings	

True Scale

Breccia Paradiso Radiance	
WUS
NEW

True Scale

silver grey																					

WUS
Blue Storm Radiance	

Marbled Cappuccino R adiance	WUS

Black Granite Riverwash	
WU
Black Granite R adiance	
WUS
Espresso Radiance	
WUS
Ice Radiance	
WUS
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W = worksurface

U = upstand

S = splashback
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NEW

True Scale

NEW

WUS
Soapstone Sequoia H
 oned	

True Scale

NEW

True Scale

WUS
Jet Sequoia R adiance	

WUS
Pearl Marble Etchings	
NEW

True Scale

NEW

True Scale

WUS
Antique Marble E tchings	

True Scale

Smoke R iverwash	
Latte R iverwash	
WU
WU

Amber Kashmir C
 rystal	
WU
WUS
Cornish Granite Crystal	

True Scale

Slate Sequoia Radiance	
WU

Amber Kashmir G
 lastex Gloss	WU

Black Granite Glastex Gloss	WUS
NEW

Lightning Marble E tchings	
WUS

WUS
Calacatta Marble Radiance	

Lava Dust C
 rystal	
WU
WU
Millstar Cream M
 atte-58	

WU
Olympus C
 rystal	
Black Granite Crystal	
Black Quasar Crystal	
Blue Magma C
 rystal	
WU
WUS
WUS

True Scale

Granite Black Brown C
 rystal	
WU

Olympus G
 lastex Gloss	WU

Perlato Granite Crystal	
WU
WU
Toscana Crystal	
Madrid Jade C
 rystal	
WU

NEW

Muscovado Granite Ceramo	
Black Ceramic C
 eramo	
WUS
WUS
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WU
Black Fossilstone Radiance	

Call for samples Tel 01933 232 242 Fax 01933 232 286 Email: help@bushboard.co.uk www.bushboard.co.uk

Polar White Crystal	
Stardust C
 rystal	
WU
Sandgrain C
 rystal	
WU
Classic Onyx M
 atte-58	
WU
WU

W = worksurface

U = upstand

S = splashback
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WU
WU
Wenge Blocked M
 atte-58	
Soft Walnut Blocked Matte-58	
Ebony N
 aturelle	
WUS

Natural Block Walnut Matte-58	WUS

WU
Zebrano Blocked M
 atte-58	

WU
Cherry Butcher Block M
 atte-58	

make it real

Woodmix M
 atte-58	
WU
WU
Clear Maple M
 atte-58	

Log on to our Design Studio and bring your ideas
to life.

NEW

It’s as easy as 1-2-3 to view all of our worksurfaces
and experiment with the different designs, colours and
styles available to create your very own look.
Rural Oak M
 atte-58	
WU
Golden Morning Oak M
 atte-58	
WU

Beech Butcher Block Matte-58	
WU

Simply select your doors, select your worksurface,
add a splashback or upstand, even a sink. Play, save,
print and share. Simple.

Log on to our BB Design Studio at
www.bushboard.co.uk/design-studio to
create your perfect kitchen style.

Once you have a design in mind, our dedicated
Customer Support Team is always available to help,
and will send you individual A6 laminate samples of
any design.

Splashbacks
to create
contrast
Iris Glastex Gloss	S
Brushed Aluminium M
 etal	
S

Aquamarine G
 lastex Gloss	S

Pictured below: 22mm Slimline True Scale Marbled Cappuccino
worksurface in Radiance texture.

NEW

Graphite G
 lastex Gloss	S
Olive M
 atte-58	
S
NEW

Ragged Copper Metal	
S
NEW

NEW

S
S
Burgundy Glastex Gloss	S
Dogbone Storm M
 atte-58	
Dogbone Earth M
 atte-58	
NEW

Maui G
 lastex Gloss	S

40

NEW

Crystal White G
 lastex Gloss	S

NEW

NEW

Pumice Glastex Gloss	S

W = worksurface

Kashmir Glastex Gloss	S

U = upstand

S = splashback
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great support

made to last
Quality

Advice on installation

Manufacturing with the finest materials is what gives Bushboard
worksurfaces their signature quality. While beautiful and stylish
to look at, they are also constructed to cope with the wear and
tear of everyday living. Independently tested to BS/EN438,
your Bushboard worksurface is designed to withstand knocks,
abrasions, chemicals, cigarette burns, steam, stains from juice,
tea, wine or coffee. It is also highly resistant to heat, although we
recommend the use of a protective pad as saucepan bottoms
can become extremely hot. Prima worksurfaces are designed
to perform below the surface too; a resin impregnated moisture
resistant barrier combines with Bushboard’s unique ‘Tekseal’
cast resin drip-edge to completely seal the underside against
moisture penetration from everyday spills.

Our Customer Support Team can offer advice on installing and
looking after your Prima worksurfaces. Our Installation, Care
& Maintenance leaflet is included in every worktop and is also
available by post, email or on our website.

Care & Maintenance
Bushboard worksurfaces are so easy to maintain. On a day-today basis, all you need to do is wipe them down with a moist
cloth and your favourite mild detergent. For more stubborn
marks such as fruit juice or coffee, leave the detergent to
soak on the surface for a little while before rinsing thoroughly.
Obviously, your worksurface can become damaged if mistreated,
so we recommend some sensible measures like placing hot
pans or casserole dishes on protective mats and mopping up
spills quickly. As with any laminate worktop, you should avoid
chopping, cutting or placing hot items directly on to the surface.
Full details are in our Care & Maintenance leaflet. One of these is
included with every worktop purchased but if you need a copy,
call our Customer Support Team or log on to our website.
Glastex Gloss, Naturelle, Ceramo, Etchings and Radiance
textures
Premium textures need a little more care and attention. Please
remember they are fashionable finishes and tend to show marks
and scratches more easily with everyday use. This is also true of
darker and plainer colours.

PEFC/16-37-247
Promoting Sustainable
Forest Management

All Prima chipboard comes from responsibly
managed and sustainable sources.

the professional worktop jointing adhesive

We know the importance of the final installation, that’s why we’ve
developed BB Complete, our bespoke adhesive and sealant which
should be used by the installer when your Prima worksurface is
fitted. It offers superb performance characteristics and allows your
installer to joint, bond and seal your worksurface, upstand and
splashback and is backed by our exclusive 3 year warranty on
joints. The wide choice of colours available will give you the perfect
colour matched result. BB Complete is available in two handy sized
cartridges. Full joint warranty details are available on our website or
from the Customer Support Team.
Splashbacks are an elegant alternative to tiling, whether coordinating or complementing your new worksurface they must
always be installed at least 130mm from a hob or heat source.
22mm Slimline worksurfaces must always be jointed using BB
Complete. Bushboard have also developed lower profile jointing
bolts for the best results in Slimline products. Please ask your
stockist for details.

lifetime
guarantee

Bushboard worksurfaces are guaranteed for their lifetime.
Bushboard will make good by repair and/or replacement (at its
discretion) any Prima product of its manufacture which can be
shown to have failed by reason of defects in its manufacture,
subject to fair wear and tear, provided the product has been
installed and used in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions and that the products are used for their intended
purpose. Proof of date and place of purchase required. This
guarantee is in addition to your statutory rights as a consumer and
does not affect your rights in any way.

GOLD

PRODUCT CERTIFICATION

Gold Certificate from the Furniture Industry
Research Association for Prima’s excellent
manufacturing standards.

www.pefc.org
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At Bushboard we’re passionate about everything we do and
we’re always here to help.
We invest heavily in high quality manufacturing and work with
the best materials and suppliers. Our values of partnership,
loyalty and an ethical approach mean we do what’s right; that’s
why we’ve been around since the 1930s.
Our commitment to quality management is proven by our
ISO 9001 certification and our ISO 14001 is testament to our
passion for reducing our environmental impact.

Log on to our BB Design Studio at
www.bushboard.co.uk/design-studio to
create your perfect kitchen style.

Even after Bushboard products arrive in your home we strive to
assure a quality installation. We train thousands of installers and
designers every year. Our BB Complete adhesive and sealant
range is designed to make the installer’s life easier and assure a
quality long-lasting installation for you.
You can be creative with our Design Studio at www.bushboard.
co.uk/design-studio and to help you make your final decision
we have thousands of kitchen specialists nationwide. The
Customer Support Team can advise on the retailers closest to
you. Call them on 01933 232 272.
There’s much more information, inspiration and design ideas
on our website, together with our brochures and Care &
Maintenance leaflets.
tel: 01933 232 242
fax: 01933 232 286
email: help@bushboard.co.uk
@bushboard
www.facebook.com/bushboard
www.bushboard.co.uk
Bushboard Ltd
9-29 Rixon Road
Wellingborough Northants NN8 4BA
Back cover picture: True Scale Lightning Marble worksurface in Etchings texture.
The company reserves the right to change specifications at any time, without notice. Every effort has been made to achieve
faithful representations of our products in this brochure, but due to printing limitations we recommend that samples of actual
material are requested before purchasing.

www.bushboard.co.uk

Formica and the Formica Logo, Prima and Formica Prima are registered trademarks of The Formica Corporation. Made by
Bushboard Limited in the United Kingdom under license from Formica Limited. Glastex®, Splashback by Bushboard® are
registered trademarks of Bushboard Limited.

397294 July 2015
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Worktops, splashbacks and upstands exclusively manufactured by
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a great product
Great design, great value, great quality. That’s what
Odyssey has to offer. It’s a range designed to work
for you.

e
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Laminate is the most design friendly worktop
material around. Our new collection features brand
new designs and surface textures that give Odyssey
that extra special edge. Nowhere else will you find as
wide a choice of luxurious quartz designs, fashionable
woodgrains and versatile splashback colours. Plus
all of our worktops and upstands feature our Q3 slab
cut profile and Sanitized® Actifresh anti-bacterial
protection.
Made with the manufacturing excellence that
Bushboard is known for, our Odyssey worksurfaces
come with a lifetime guarantee. They also carry the
FIRA Gold Certificate, are environmentally certified to
PEFC and carry the international quality assurance of
BS EN 438. So, you can be confident of their longlasting quality.
And for affordability, it’s a winner too. There are 52
designs to choose from. All of them are available in
five sizes which means less waste, less cost and
more choice. And with a range of price bands you
can always find something to suit your budget.
Pictured: Black Quartz worksurface and upstand
with Lime splashback, all in HiGloss texture.
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In Odyssey you will find all the right designs. We’ve
shaped the range to offer all the popular favourites,
together with the very latest trends.
Everyone loves the luxury of granite and stone and
the Quartz collection offers exactly that. The eight
beautiful colours flecked with metallic particles
combine so well with a wide range of kitchen doors.
If you want luxury for less, then this is the perfect
product for you.
Pictured: Black Quartz worksurface with new
Q3 profile and splashback in HiGloss texture.

Strass Blanc HiGloss

Strass Noir HiGloss

Ruby Quartz HiGloss

Black Quartz HiGloss

White Quartz HiGloss

Vanilla Quartz HiGloss

Cinder Quartz HiGloss

Sandstone Quartz HiGloss

5
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Woodgrains are always a popular choice and we
have designs to suit traditional or contemporary style
kitchens.
Go for rich and exotic with Ebony Stripwood,
Figured Wenge and Olivewood. Or modern classics
with whitewashed Quebec Oak and long-standing
favourites like Butcher Block Medium and Natural
Blocked Oak. New textures include Ultramatt which
complements the Q3 square edge profile giving it the
look and feel of freshly sanded wood.
Pictured: New Natural Blocked Oak worksurface and upstand with
Q3 profile in Ultramatt texture.

Olivewood Ultramatt

Antique Blocked Walnut Ultramatt

Ebony Stripwood Ultramatt

Figured Wenge Ultramatt

Natural Blocked Oak Ultramatt

Tobacco Oak Ultramatt

Quebec Oak Ultramatt

Light Blocked Walnut Fa

Provence Beech Fa

Nordic Beech Fa

Butcher Block Medium Fa

7
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surfaces that work
Laminate is the most versatile, easy maintenance
and affordable worksurface you can buy. It delivers
high fashion and high performance for busy homes.
Adding further to its list of benefits, all Odyssey
splashbacks, upstands and worksurfaces now
incorporate the world-class Sanitized® Actifresh
anti-bacterial protection. Odourless, non-toxic and
taste-free, independent tests have proven that this
advanced treatment reduces bacteria and microbe
growth by 99%. Actifresh does not replace normal
cleaning but it does help keep surfaces free from
bacteria.
Extra hygiene. Extra peace of mind.
Pictured: Nordic Beech worksurface and Bluestone splashback
both in Fa texture.

Neon Fa

Paprika Fa

Aubergine Fa

Bluestone Fa

9
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new naturals
Our new Pebblestone collection guarantees easy
living design.
Naturally elegant, they work in any kitchen setting,
from traditional to contemporary.
The design palette will combine perfectly with plain
coloured and woodgrain doors to make a longlasting style statement and a smart investment.
With the crisp Q3 edge profile, your worksurface
mirrors the look of real stone. Yet unlike stone there
is no ongoing maintenance, just the easy clean and
hard wearing surface that laminate is renowned for.
Pictured: Bronze Pebblestone worksurface and upstand
with new Q3 profile in Surf texture.

Black Pebblestone Surf

Sand Pebblestone Surf

Silver Pebblestone Surf

Pewter Pebblestone Surf

Burnt Pebblestone Surf

Bronze Pebblestone Surf

11
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Textures are a very personal choice and we have
plenty to offer. There’s our established favourites of
HiGloss for elegant luxury and everyday staples of Fa
and Surf.
New to the range is Ultramatt texture which beautifully
enhances the woodgrain designs. It has both the
look and feel of newly sanded wood being warm
to the touch and non-reflective. Granit and Roche
complement the stone designs with a subtle texture
for added luxury.
Odyssey textures are about high fashion, but
never about high maintenance. All your laminate
worksurface needs to keep it looking spick and span
is a simple wipe down.

Rococo Noir Frosted Gloss

Pictured: Worksurface and upstand in Lima Surf
and Graphite splashback in HiGloss texture.

Strass Noir Metallic Gloss

Natural Blocked Oak Ultramatt

Tessera Gris Surf

Iquitos Noir Fa

Andorra Brown Granit

Natural Grey Stone Roche

13
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great choice
Kitchens come in all shapes and sizes. Whether it’s a
makeover with new worktops or a brand new project,
Odyssey offers a choice of sizes for its worktops,
breakfast bars, upstands and splashbacks.
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Odyssey offers the widest choice with 52 designs
in five sizes so you can be more flexible with what
you need to buy. The choice of lengths and widths
helps you reduce the waste of offcuts and saves you
money.
Breakfast bars are a great asset to any kitchen.
Odyssey offers them in 3m lengths which are easier
to fit into more kitchen layouts. They’re also more
economical because, again, you’re not paying for
worktop offcuts that are wasted.
Breakfast bars make practical working areas for
prepping and cooking, as well as sociable spaces
for family and friends to gather round for a chat or a
snack.
Pictured: Ebony Stripwood worksurface with new
Q3 profile and upstand in Ultramatt texture.

4100 x 600 x 38mm worksurface

3000 x 600 x 38mm worksurface
3000 x 600 x 28mm worksurface

4100 x 665 x 38mm breakfast bar

4100 x 900 x 38mm breakfast bar

3000 x 900 x 38mm breakfast bar
3000 x 900 x 28mm breakfast bar

15
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Splashbacks are a great alternative to tiles. They’re
fast and easy to install and are very easy to keep
clean.
They provide a seamless, decorative area between
the worksurface and wall cabinetry that’s easy to
maintain and hygienic. A simple wipe down and
you’re done.
We’ve expanded the range of plain colours to include
fashionable new shades of Neon, Bluestone, Paprika
and Aubergine. Or there are softer neutral colours with
just a hint of pearlescence which look superb with
woodgrains. Most worksurfaces are also available in a
matching splashback design too.
So mix and match. The choice is entirely yours.
Pictured: Quebec Oak worksurface and upstand
with new Q3 profile in Ultramatt and Mulberry
splashback in HiGloss texture.

Aubergine Fa

Paprika Fa

Bluestone Fa

Neon Fa

Lime HiGloss

Mulberry HiGloss

Florida HiGloss

17
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It’s the details that make all the difference and
there’s no easier way to finish the joint between
the worksurface and the wall than with a matching
upstand. It gives a smart looking and practical finish.
Upstands measure 100mm high and come in 3m
lengths which are easy to handle. They are simply cut
to size and bonded onto the wall. We recommend
the use of our special BB Complete adhesive and
sealant for this. It gives a perfectly colour-matched
join, as well as a seal that is guaranteed to be 100%
waterproof.
Our worksurfaces and upstands come in a choice of
profiles including the superb Q3 for a crisp ‘slab-cut’
look on quartz, granites and woodgrains.
Pictured: Baltic Granite worksurface and upstand
with new Q3 profile in HiGloss texture.

Q3
worksurface
in all designs
except
Strass

Q10
worksurface
in Strass only

Q12
Surf & Fa

8mm
splashback

Q3
upstands
in all designs
except
Strass

Q8
upstands
in Strass only
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décor

texture

adhesive colour

28mm (Q12)

38mm		

splashbacks

3000 x 100 x 20mm

full panel

3000 x 1200 x 8mm

hob panel

1500 x 1200 x 8mm

midway panel

3000 x 600 x 8mm

breakfast bar

4100 X 900 x 38mm

breakfast bar

4100 X 665 x 38mm

worksurface

4100 X 600 x 38mm

breakfast bar

worksurface

profile

3000 X 900 x 38mm

3000 X 600 x 38mm

breakfast bar

3000 x 900 x 28mm

worksurface

3000 X 600 x 28mm

Complete colour
matched adhesive

the professional worktop jointing adhesive

ref.

Strass gloss S033 Strass Noir

upstands

metallic gloss jet black
Q10 •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
S030 Strass Blanc
metallic gloss ice white
Q10 •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Quartz gloss F074 Black Quartz
metallic gloss jet black
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
F076 Sandstone Quartz
metallic gloss mushroom
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
F071 Cinder Quartz
metallic gloss chocolate
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
F072 Ruby Quartz
metallic gloss cherry red
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
F070 Vanilla Quartz
metallic gloss vanilla
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
F075 White Quartz
metallic gloss ice white
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Ultramatt
A017 Antique Block Walnut ultramatt
chestnut
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
B107 Ebony Stripwood
ultramatt
chocolate
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
N059 Natural Blocked Oak ultramatt
oatmeal
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
W018 Figured Wenge
ultramatt
chocolate
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
O076 Olivewood
ultramatt
chestnut
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
C105 Quebec Oak
ultramatt
fudge
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
C132 Tobacco Oak
ultramatt
mushroom
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Roche
R050 Natural Grey Stone
roche
pewter grey
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
N005 Noir
roche
jet black
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
S049 Slate
roche
slate grey
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Granit
M110 Andorra Brown  
granit
chocolate
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
F059 Forged Black
granit
jet black
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
D010 Mocca
granit
chocolate
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
N005 Noir
granit
jet black
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
HiGloss
B066 Baltic Granite
higloss
chocolate
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
K002 Kota
higloss
fudge
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
L032 Lima
higloss
jet black
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
L003 Midnight
higloss
jet black
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Surf & Fa
A024 Aticos Gold
surf
ivory
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
A078 Aztec Granite
surf
chestnut
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
B066 Baltic Granite
surf
chocolate
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
G046 Beige Granite
surf
ash grey
•
•
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
S104 Black Pebblestone
surf
jet black
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
B070 Blanc Megeve
surf
ice white
•
•
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
S106 Bronze Pebblestone surf
chocolate
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
S103 Burnt Pebblestone
surf
chocolate
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
B050 Butcher Block Medium fa
toffee
•
•
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
D017 Dakota
surf
basalt grey
•
•
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
149 Gris Paloma
fa
silver grey
•
•
Q3
•
•
•
I010 Iquitos Noir
fa
slate grey
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
K002 Kota
surf
fudge
•
•
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
L011 Light Blocked Walnut fa
toffee
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
L032 Lima
surf
jet black
•
•
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
L016 Luna Beige
surf
ivory
•
•
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
M001 Maryland Clair
surf
silver grey
•
•
Q3
•
•
•
M003 Maryland Fonce
surf
basalt grey
•
•
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
L003 Midnight
surf
jet black
•
•
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
N005 Noir
surf
jet black
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
B132 Nordic Beech
fa
vanilla
•
•
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
S105 Pewter Pebblestone surf
basalt grey
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
H031 Provence Beech
fa
toffee
•
•
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
S102 Sand Pebblestone
surf
oatmeal
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
S101 Silver Pebblestone
surf
silver grey
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
S065 Solok
surf
slate grey
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
T077 Tessera Gris
surf
jet black
Q3
•
•
•
•
•
•
Splashbacks 																
Gloss
0901 Rococo Noir
frosted gloss jet black
•
H103 Champagne
higloss
fudge
•
•
H107 Graphite
higloss
basalt grey
•
•
F001 Florida
higloss
•
•
P092 Lime
higloss
•
•
F055 Mulberry
higloss
•
•
B070 Blanc Megeve
higloss
ice white
•
•
Fa
A088 Aubergine
fa
•
•
C118 Bluestone
fa
•
•
N002 Neon
fa
•
•
P113 Paprika
fa
•
•
Linear
G076 Steel Grey
linear
slate grey
•
•
B070 Blanc Megeve
linear
ice white
•
•
Metal
A105 Brushed Aluminium
metal*
silver grey
•
•
All worksurfaces come with a full length edging strip and care leaflet.
* Brushed Aluminium does not incorporate Sanitized® Actifresh
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Strass Blanc Metallic Gloss

WUS

WUS

Strass Noir Metallic Gloss

Black Quartz Metallic Gloss

WUS

Vanilla Quartz Metallic Gloss

WUS

NEW

Ruby Quartz Metallic Gloss

WUS

Cinder Quartz Metallic Gloss

WUS

Sandstone Quartz Metallic Gloss WUS
NEW

White Quartz Metallic Gloss

WUS

Noir Roche

WUS

NEW

Slate Roche

WUS

Mocca Granit

WUS

Natural Grey Stone Roche

WUS

NEW

Forged Black Granit

WUS

NEW

NEW

Andorra Brown Granit

WUS

Noir Granit

WUS

Baltic Granite HiGloss

WUS

WUS

Kota HiGloss

WUS

Lima HiGloss

WUS

Midnight HiGloss

WUS

Aticos Gold Surf

Aztec Granite Surf

WUS

Baltic Granite Surf

WUS

Beige Granite Surf

WUS

Blanc Megeve Surf

W = worksurface

U = upstand

S = splashback

WU
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NEW

NEW

Silver Pebblestone Surf

WU

NEW

Pewter Pebblestone Surf

WU

Bronze Pebblestone Surf

WU

Black Pebblestone Surf

WU

NEW

Sand Pebblestone Surf

WU

NEW

NEW

Burnt Pebblestone Surf

WU
NEW

Noir Surf

WUS

WUS

Tessera Gris Surf

WU

Dakota Surf

WUS

Luna Beige Surf

WUS

Maryland Clair Surf

WU

Maryland Fonce Surf

WUS

Solok Surf

WUS

Iquitos Noir Fa

WU

Midnight Surf

WUS

Lima Surf
NEW

Gris Paloma Fa

Kota Surf

WU

WUS

NEW

Butcher Block Medium Fa

WU

Light Blocked Walnut Fa

WU

Provence Beech Fa

NEW

WU

Call for samples Tel 01933 232 242 Fax 01933 232 286 Email: help@bushboard.co.uk www.bushboard.co.uk

Nordic Beech Fa

WUS
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NEW

Ebony Stripwood Ultramatt

WUS

Natural Blocked Oak Ultramatt

WUS

Tobacco Oak Ultramatt

WUS

NEW

Quebec Oak Ultramatt

WUS

NEW

Olivewood Ultramatt

WUS

Figured Wenge Ultramatt

WUS

NEW

WUS

Blanc Megeve HiGloss

S

Blanc Megeve Linear

S

Aubergine Fa

S

NEW

Steel Grey Linear
NEW

Neon Fa

Antique Block Walnut Ultramatt

S
NEW

NEW

S

Paprika Fa

S
NEW

NEW

Lime HiGloss

S

Florida HiGloss

S

Bluestone Fa

S

Mulberry HiGloss

S

Rococo Noir Frosted Gloss

S

Champagne HiGloss

S

Graphite HiGloss

S

Brushed Aluminium Metal*

S
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made to last
Quality

Lifetime Guarantee

Manufacturing with the finest materials is what gives Bushboard
worksurfaces their signature quality compared to competitive
products. While beautiful and stylish to look at, they are also
constructed to cope with the wear and tear of everyday living.

Bushboard worksurfaces are guaranteed for their lifetime.
Bushboard will make good by repair and/or replacement (at its
discretion) any Odyssey product of its manufacture which can
be shown to have failed by reason of defects in its manufacture,
subject to fair wear and tear, provided the product has been
installed and used in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions and that the products are used for their intended
purpose / application. Proof of date and place of purchase
required. This guarantee is in addition to your statutory rights as a
consumer and does not affect your rights in any way.

Independently tested to BS EN 438, your Bushboard
worksurface is designed to withstand knocks, abrasions,
chemicals, cigarette burns, steam, stains from juice, tea, wine or
coffee. It is also highly resistant to heat, although we recommend
the use of a protective pad as saucepan bottoms can become
extremely hot.
Bushboard select E1 grade high-density particleboard for
strength and stability. Its homogenous construction generates
excellent machining capability for sink cutouts and mitre
joints. They are surfaced in Polyrey high-pressure laminate.
A resin impregnated moisture resistant barrier combines with
Bushboard’s unique ‘Tekseal’ cast resin to completely seal the
underside against moisture penetration from everyday spills.
Further protection should be applied in high risk areas such
as dishwashers. See Care and Maintenance leaflet for further
advice.
HiGloss, Frosted Gloss and Metallic Gloss Texture
These premium textures need a little more care and attention
than our standard Surf and Fa finishes. While the HiGloss
technology offers an advanced level of protection against
scuffing, please remember they are fashionable finishes and tend
to show marks and scratches more easily with everyday use.
This is also true of darker and plainer colours. To maintain the
appealing looks of these textures, you should buff up the surface
to a shine after a normal wipe down.
The metallic nature of Quartz and Strass designs make them
more sensitive to heat, so please take care to use a protective
pad.
As with any laminate worktop, you should avoid chopping,
cutting or placing hot items directly on to the surface.

Care & Maintenance
Bushboard worksurfaces are so easy to maintain. On a day to day
basis, all you need to do is wipe them down with a moist cloth and
your favourite mild detergent. For more stubborn marks such as
fruit juice or coffee, leave the detergent to soak on the surface for
a little while before rinsing thoroughly.
Obviously, your worksurface can become damaged if mistreated,
so we recommend some sensible measures like placing hot pans
or casserole dishes on protective mats and mopping up spills
quickly. Full details can be found in our Care & Maintenance leaflet.
One of these is included with every worktop purchased but if you
need a copy please call our Customer Support Team or log onto
our website.
Installation & Finishing
As part of our worktop programme, we have developed BB
Complete which is a bespoke range of colour-matched adhesives
for the installation and finishing of your chosen Odyssey design.
BB Complete is specially designed to replace silicone which may
break down over time and cause moisture ingress. BB Complete
offers superb performance characteristics and enables your
installer to bond, joint and seal your worksurface, upstands and
splashbacks giving you a long-lasting, professional finish.
BB Complete is available in a handy 290ml cartridge with the six
most popular colours in a cost effective 80ml pack.

Splashbacks and Upstands
Splashbacks and upstands should always be installed at least
130mm from a hob or heat source.
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Exclusive 3 Year Guarantee on Joints
Bushboard offers an exclusive 3 year guarantee against blown
worktop joints when BB Complete adhesive is used for installation.
Instructions and full terms and conditions are available on our
website or from our Customer Support Team.

Call for samples Tel 01933 232 242 Fax 01933 232 286 Email: help@bushboard.co.uk www.bushboard.co.uk
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To enhance the quality of our
worktops, we’ve developed
a specialist, colour-matched
adhesive and sealant called
BB Complete that we
recommend for use when
installing Odyssey products.
When used, Bushboard will
automatically warranty the
installation against moisture
penetration for three years, giving
you absolute peace of mind.
BB Complete provides a superior
result over silicone which is
commonly used but can break
down over time and lead to
moisture penetrating into joints.
BB Complete offers superb
performance and is very easy
to work with. For multi-purpose
use when bonding, jointing and
sealing there is a 290ml cartridge
or a handy 80ml cartridge for
simple jointing.
With BB Complete, you can
be assured of a long-lasting,
professional finish.

the professional worktop jointing adhesive

80ml

Jet Black

Slate Grey

Basalt Grey

80ml

Fudge

Silver Grey
80ml

Mushroom

Toffee

80ml

Chestnut

Ash Grey
80ml

Chocolate

80ml

Pewter Grey

Ice White

Ivory

Vanilla

Oatmeal

Sea Green

Olive Green

Sage Green

Airforce Blue

Cherry Red
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made in Great Britain
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Bushboard is proud to be the UK’s largest
independent worktop manufacturer and all our
worksurfaces are precision made in our factory
at Wellingborough.
You can be confident that when buying
Odyssey, you are making an investment in a
quality assured product.

GOLD

lifetime
guarantee

PRODUCT CERTIFICATION

Odyssey products come
with a lifetime guarantee
against manufacturing
defect.

The Furniture Industry
Research Association
has awarded Odyssey
the Gold Certificate
in recognition of its
excellent manufacturing
standards.

Quality surface: High
pressure laminates
made to the European
standard of BS EN
438 guarantees a high
performance surface.

PEFC/16-37-247
Promoting Sustainable
Forest Management
www.pefc.org

All chipboard used in the
manufacture of Odyssey
carries the internationally
recognised PEFC
standard guaranteeing
that it comes from
responsibly managed
and sustainable sources.

Odyssey products
incorporate Sanitized®
Actifresh anti-bacterial
protection. Odourless,
non-toxic and taste-free
it reduces bacteria and
microbe growth by 99%.

Elegant profiles:
Odyssey offers precision
manufactured edge
profiles including
the unique Q3 for a
fashionable ‘slab-cut’ look.

Inner strength: The Odyssey chipboard
core is manufactured in the most modern
plant in Europe. PEFC certified and specially
engineered for worksurfaces, it provides
superior cutting and machining quality.

Total backing: The reverse and rear edge
of our worksurfaces are coated in specially
constructed resin foil. Look for the ‘BB’ mark
on the rear edge of all 600mm products.
The perfect seal: 100% waterproof
polyurethane is inlaid into the reverse of the
worksurface preventing moisture penetration.
And it’s guaranteed for a lifetime.
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Odyssey products are
manufactured in our
factory at Wellingborough
and we are proud to
support the Made in
Britain campaign.

great support
To help you with your choice, we have a dedicated
Customer Support Team to give you all the friendly help
and advice you need.
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They can send you a brochure and samples of the
designs you are considering. We also offer advice on
installing and looking after your Odyssey worksurface
and our Care and Maintenance leaflet is available by
post, email or on our website.
The Odyssey range is available from merchants and
stockists nationwide. The team can advise which are
nearest to you. Call 01933 232 272.
All brochures and samples are available free of charge
by ordering them on our dedicated sample line:
tel: 01933 232 242
fax: 01933 232 286
email: help@bushboard.co.uk
@bushboard
www.facebook.com/bushboard
www.bushboard.co.uk
Bushboard Ltd
9-29 Rixon Road
Wellingborough Northants NN8 4BA
Back cover picture: Silver Pebblestone worksurface in Surf texture.

The company reserves the right to change specifications at any time, without notice.
Every effort has been made to achieve faithful representations of our products in this
brochure, but due to printing limitations we recommend that samples of actual material
are requested before purchasing.

395502/3/14
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luxury in solid surface

Worktops, splashbacks and upstands exclusively manufactured by

committed to innovation
There’s little that speaks the language of worktop
chic quite like solid surfacing does. It’s the material
that brings together designer looks, unrivalled
aesthetics and everyday practicality.
At Bushboard we love the business of worksurfaces
and have shaped our Encore range to satisfy your
design aspirations, whilst being affordable and easy
to install.
Two new design families offer you the very latest
trends to grace your home. There are new statement
stones featuring large scale patterning that mirror the
strata of natural granite and marble. More uniform
in appearance, but equally as chic, are the new
Glass designs where a plain colour is enhanced by
translucent particles. Plus there is a range of ideas
for the very latest in sink styling, from the sleekness
of integrated acrylic to the designer looks of true
flushmounted, and from classic insets to highly
popular undermounts.
Sleek and seamless, Encore is cool to the touch
and beautifully enticing to the eye. It’s also incredibly
hygienic and durable when your kitchen demands it.
All products are precision manufactured at our UK
factory, giving you a superior construction with lasting
performance and durability. They are fully supported
by our 10 year guarantee so you can choose them
with absolute confidence.
Encore worksurfaces will bring distinction to your
kitchen, allowing you to enjoy them for a very, very
long time.
Front cover: Mocha Stone slimline worksurface and upstand.

Pictured: Mountain Haze worksurface and slab end.
Shown with an Encore one and a half bowl white acrylic moulded
sink and straight drainer grooves.

2

www.bushboard.co.uk

3

4

www.bushboard.co.uk

elegant statement
Make an elegant statement with a luxuriously marbled
design.
Mountain Haze, Ice and Mocha Stone are distinctive
designs with large scale natural figuring that mirror
the strata of granite and marble. They are inspired by
nature, whilst incorporating the functional qualities of
solid surface. And they will work with any kitchen style
from classic to contemporary.
All are available in the new slimline 27mm thickness.
Plus we have added a new 1200 x 2400mm larger
worksurface so you can have that impressive island
unit you’ve always wanted.
Pictured left: Mocha Stone slimline island.
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Ice slimline worksurface and upstand.
Shown with a Carron Phoenix Deca one and a half bowl undermount sink.

www.bushboard.co.uk

Mountain Haze slimline island.
Shown with an Encore one and a half bowl white acrylic moulded sink and straight drainer grooves.
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refined style
Our new Glass designs give the impression of a plain
colour, with the addition of translucent particles for
a touch of refinement. The four colours of Caramel,
Pebble, Ivory and Espresso offer a depth and lustre
to the solid surface, whilst guaranteeing you the
highest performance in the busiest of kitchens.
Pictured right and below: Caramel Glass slimline worksurface.
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Pebble Glass slimline breakfast bar.
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Ivory Glass slimline worksurface.
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slimline edge detail
Encore offers the very latest in on-trend looks with
its brand new slimline 27mm thickness. The slender
material works especially well with contemporary
handle-less style kitchens. Clean-cut and smart.
All new Glass and marbled designs are available as
slimline worksurfaces in addition to the popular Black
Sparkle design shown here.
Pictured left: Black Sparkle slimline breakfast bar.
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style & quality for less
Encore is the solid surface product that gives you
style and quality, whilst making your budget go so
much further.
There is no expensive fabrication work off site,
because the material can be shaped and tailored by
your kitchen installer whilst on the project. So there is
no time delay for templating either. Just fast and easy
installation which helps saves you money as well as
disruption.
Pictured left: Espresso Glass slimline worksurface.
Shown with Bushboard Tobacco Oak splashback.

Pictured below: Ice slimline worksurface and upstand.
Shown with a Carron Phoenix Deca one and a half bowl
undermount sink.
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modern classics
Our Crystal designs reinterpret the classic popularity
of granite and stone, yet with the distinct advantage
of a smooth and seamless flow of material that is
unmistakably modern. There are no obvious joints,
either to the eye or to the touch, ensuring you have a
superbly hygienic surface.
Available in black or white, the Crystal designs are
enhanced by a random opaque chip giving the
surface a luxurious visual depth. These are designs
with enduring appeal and the versatility to combine
with a wide range of kitchen styles from heritage
painted doors to contemporary woodgrains.
Pictured left: Crystal White breakfast bar.
Shown with an Encore one and a half bowl white acrylic moulded
sink and straight drainer grooves.

Pictured below: Crystal Black worksurface and upstand.
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so flexible
Solid surfacing offers you the design flexibility to
create the kitchen you want.
From island units with slab ends to integral sinks and
drainer grooves, the material flows seamlessly around
joints, shapes, edges and corners.
This uninterrupted flow of material is visually enhanced
with the creation of inconspicuous seams in all but the
new marbled designs, where the directional pattern
accentuates a more natural feel.
Whatever your design choice, there’s nothing but a
smooth and stylish worksurface for you to enjoy.
Pictured right: Ice slimline worksurface with breakfront and upstand.
Shown with a Carron Phoenix Deca one and a half bowl undermount
sink.

Pictured below: Mountain Haze slimline worksurface showing the
directional nature of a marbled corner joint.
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easy working and living
With Encore you are assured stand-out style. The
finest materials and manufacturing techniques
guarantee a product of superior quality, with edges
expertly finished to the highest standards.
For up-scale designer looks, go for a slab end in solid
surfacing. The continuation of the material on the end
of a furniture run or island unit will give your kitchen a
distinctive contemporary feel.
Pictured left: Glacier White breakfast bar with a slab end.
Shown with an Encore one and a half bowl white acrylic moulded
sink and straight drainer grooves.
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silky smooth
Run your fingers along the silky smooth surface and
you will appreciate the seamless beauty that only solid
surfacing can achieve. Let your eye take in the subtle
metallic particles that delicately catch the light and
give the material a truly stunning appeal.
This is the feeling of sheer luxury. Cool. Sophisticated.
And undeniably elegant in any kitchen setting.
Pictured right: Chocolate Sparkle worksurface shown with drainer
grooves.

Pictured below: Black Sparkle worksurface.
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Black Sparkle slimline breakfast bar.
www.bushboard.co.uk
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sinks with style
Encore lends itself to many different sink options;
inset, undermounted, integrally moulded and
flushmounted. So you have the freedom to create
your perfect sink space.
Flushmounted sinks are the ultimate in designer
styling and with Encore you can achieve it easily. The
material is first routered and the sink set in so that it
sits perfectly flush. Smooth to the touch. Beautiful to
look at. And a delight to work with.
Another great example of style and quality for less.
Pictured left: Mocha Stone slimline island.
Shown with a Franke Sinos tap and Sinos SNX251 sink flushmounted
into the surface.
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Espresso Glass slimline breakfast bar.
Shown with a Franke ARX160 undermount sink and Athena tap.

www.bushboard.co.uk

Ivory Glass slimline breakfast bar.
Shown with a Franke VBK651 inset ceramic sink and Eiger tap.
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form and function
For the ultimate in streamlined looks, go for an integral
sink with precision-machined drainer grooves. The
seamless flow between the moulded bowl and the
worksurface shows off the true aesthetics of solid
surfacing at its very best. Not forgetting that it’s a
superbly practical material that’s both durable and
easy to clean.
Made from 100% acrylic, our sinks guarantee the
highest levels of hygiene and performance being both
durable and non-porous. They are also robust enough
for the high speed demands of a waste disposal unit.
Elegantly designed, the choice of single and one and
a half bowl sinks are stylish whilst being practical
enough to cope with a hard working kitchen.
Pictured right: Glacier breakfast bar.
Shown with an Encore one and a half bowl white acrylic moulded
sink and straight drainer grooves.
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be individual
Be as individual as you want to be. Encore offers
the flexibility for radius corners, bringing style and
movement to your kitchen design. The gentle curve
is a pleasing feature that works beautifully with
traditional and contemporary furniture styles. Perfect
for finishing off a simple run of furniture or creating a
stunning shaped island unit.
Pictured right: Crystal Glass worksurface and upstand.
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beyond worksurfaces
Encore excels with its extensive choice of ready-made
components in worksurfaces, breakfast bars, islands,
upstands and splashbacks, giving you real design
freedom for today’s lifestyles. Whether a practical sink
space or an informal dining area, there is a solution
with Encore.
The most popular 44mm worksurface designs also
come in a choice of 3m and 4.1m lengths. This allows
your installer to plan and use only the material needed
for the job, ensuring you get best value for money.
Our breakfast bars come finished with both a square
and a gently curved end as standard. Why not use
one to create some casual dining?
Pictured left: Pebble Glass slimline breakfast bar.
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finishing touches
A matching upstand, splashback or hob panel offers
both an attractive and practical finishing detail,
allowing you to really appreciate the sleek beauty of
this ever-so-versatile material.
Pictured right: Crystal Black worksurface and upstand.
Shown with an Encore single bowl white acrylic moulded sink and
straight drainer grooves.
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made to last
Quality

Care & Maintenance

Manufacturing with the finest materials is what gives Bushboard
Encore worksurfaces their signature quality. Whilst beautiful and
stylish to look at, they are also constructed to cope with the wear
and tear of everyday living.

Your Encore worksurface is developed to cope with every day wear
and tear from crockery and utensils. And whilst it is highly impact
and heat resistant, your worksurface can become damaged if
mistreated, so we recommend some sensible measures like placing
hot pans or casserole dishes on protective mats, mopping up spills
quickly and not chopping directly onto it.

Encore features a thicker than average 5mm surface layer that
delivers premium performance and surface appearance. The
compression moulded reinforced modified acrylic gives it some
extremely high performance characteristics unique to Encore over
comparative materials.
Testing by FIRA (Furniture Industry Research Association) shows
that Encore can tolerate heat in excess of 240ºC. However we do
recommend the use of protective pads when placing hot pans or
casserole dishes on your worksurface and the use of chopping
boards when preparing food, as dark colours have a tendency to
show marks and scratches more readily. A significant benefit of
the material is that scratches can be polished out to renew your
worksurface back to its original finish.
Encore is five times more impact resistant than other solid surface
products, so can cope with the busiest kitchen. And because
the surface layer is reinforced, installation is easy for the installer
and longer lasting for the home owner. Independently tested by
FIRA, your Encore worksurface is designed to withstand everyday
knocks, spills and stains.

A major benefit of Encore is its ability to be repaired or refinished.
Minor scratches, which can be more apparent with darker colours,
can be removed by using the Scotch-Brite pad provided in our
After Care Kit. In the unlikely event of more significant damage, we
suggest using an Encore installer who is able to repair and refinish
your surfaces.
In general day-to-day usage, keeping your surface as good as new
requires little more than normal cleaning with a mild detergent and
water. Then rinse with clean water and buff gently dry. Maintaining
this finish will require a periodic application of BB Professional
Worktop Polish, which is supplied in our Installation Kit. To maintain
your Encore surfaces our After Care Kit is available from your
retailer or can be ordered directly from Bushboard.
For full details refer to our After Care Leaflet provided with every
Encore worktop.
They can also be found on our web site at
www.bushboard.co.uk or by post by calling our
Customer Support Team on 01933 232272.

10 year Guarantee
Your Encore worksurface has a 10 year
guarantee. Bushboard will make good by
repair and/or replacement (at its discretion)
any Encore product of its manufacture which can be shown to
have failed by reason of defects in its manufacture, subject to fair
wear and tear, provided the product has been installed and used
in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and that the
products are used for their intended purpose and application.
Proof of date and place of purchase required. This guarantee is in
addition to your statutory rights as a consumer and does not affect
your rights in any way.

10 year
guarantee

Pictured right: Black Sparkle slimline breakfast bar.

Choosing an Installer
Whilst Encore is simple to install, it is not a DIY product and should
always be supplied and fitted by your local kitchen specialist and
experienced installer. As not all solid surface products are the
same, to be assured of a professional finish, we recommend that
the installer has attended one of our free Encore training courses.
Please ask your kitchen showroom about this.
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the perfect sink space
With Encore you have the freedom to choose the
sink that suits your look and your lifestyle. We have
partnered with leading sink brands to give you an
unrivalled selection of styles and materials.

Stainless steel and granite undermount sinks

Encore seamless sinks

Astracast

Encore pure white moulded acrylic sinks offer a seamless flow with
the worksurface. Smooth to the touch and totally integrated, the
100% acrylic material is durable, hygienic and non-porous. They are
reinforced and suitable for use with waste disposal units. Available in
single bowl and one and a half bowl options.

Astracast

Opal S3

Blanco

Supreme 533U

Carron Phoenix Deca 100

Deca 150

Carron Phoenix

LV100U

To install a moulded acrylic sink you will need:
• Reusable acrylic sink jig set. This contains jigs for both sink models
and a sink profiling cutter. The cutter will profile up to 6 sink
installations.
• Reusable drainer jig

Recognising the wide appeal of stainless steel and granite, we offer
an extensive choice of jigs for all the leading brand names:
single bowl

One and half bowl

Onyx 4034

Edge D1

Carron Phoenix
(granite)
Fiji 100

Fiji 150

Franke

ARX160

ARX110 35

Pyramis

100091430

Rangemaster

UB3515 LH/RH

• Encore colour-matched sink adhesive in the worksurface colour

Reginox

• Encore sink clip set

Tuscan

RF302S
Premium medium sink Premium 1.5 bowl sink

Tuscan		

Classic 1.5 bowl sink

Tuscan

Square 1.5 bowl sink

Square medium sink

To install a stainless steel or granite undermount sink you will need:
• Reusable sink jig for your chosen model
• Reusable drainer jig
• Encore sink clip set
• BB Complete 290ml cartridge (see page 44 for colours)

BB Complete adhesive
BB Complete must only be used for the following:
• Undermounting stainless steel and granite sinks
White acrylic undermount sinks
Single bowl
One and a half bowl

• Bonding and seaming upstands and splashbacks
• Installation of overlapping type slab ends
It must not be used to joint Encore worksurfaces, apply edge
strips, bond Encore acrylic sinks nor for mitred slab-ends. For
these applications use only Encore colour-matched adhesive.

Belfast, butler and ceramic undermount sinks
minimum base unit 500mm
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minimum base unit 600mm

Do not install Encore with Belfast, butler or ceramic undermount
sinks. You may however install standard inset ceramic sinks as
shown on pages 29 and 41.

www.bushboard.co.uk

Ceramic inset sinks: For a modern classic feel.
Pictured: Ivory Glass slimline breakfast bar.
Shown with a Franke VBK651 inset ceramic sink.
Classic fit: The worksurface material is cut with an opening and
the sink is positioned and sealed in place with BB Complete.
Style without compromise: Ideal for a busy kitchen,
combining seamless surfaces with traditional materials.

Flushmount stainless steel sinks: The very latest look in
designer styling.
Pictured: Mocha Stone slimline worksurface.
Shown with a Franke Sinos SNX251 sink flushmounted into the
surface.
Beautiful: The sink sits completely flush with the worksurface
creating the ultimate in sleek, fashionable lines.
Perfect finish: The 5mm surface is routered to form a 1–2mm
rebate to accept the sink which is sealed in for a watertight finish
with BB Complete.

Inset sinks: The most popular style and the easiest to fit, which
helps keep costs down.

Undermount sinks: The classic favourite integrating both sink
and drainer area into the worksurface.

Pictured: Pebble Glass slimline worksurface.
Shown with a Franke Maris MRX251 Slim-Top sink.
Rapid fit: The worksurface material is cut with an opening and
the sink is positioned and sealed in place with BB Complete.
Style without compromise: The latest generation of stainless
steel inset sinks now feature low profile edges which sit almost
flush with the worksurface.

Pictured: Espresso Glass breakfast bar.
Shown with a Franke ARX160 undermount sink.
On site fit: The sink is mounted to the underside of the material,
sealed and clipped in place for a watertight finish with
BB Complete and Encore sink clips.
Practical solutions: For a seamless flow from preparation to sink
area, drainer grooves are machined into the worksurface itself.
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flexible solutions
Our Encore range offers a wide range of products for
worksurfaces, breakfast bars, islands, splashbacks
and upstands so you can create your perfect kitchen.
The choice of sizes ensures you design flexibility, as
well as the benefit of a cost effective solution.
Profiles
Worksurfaces

Island/Breakfast Bars

27mm
slimline

2400 x 900mm breakfast bar

Available in 44mm and slimline 27mm in all decors,
all edges finished. 2294mm to the start of the bowed end.

2400 x 1200mm island

44mm

Available in slimline 27mm in three decors:
Ice - Mountain Haze - Mocha Stone. All edges finished.

Worksurfaces
2000 x 650mm (slab end)
Splashback
5mm
Available in 44mm and slimline 27mm in all decors,
one long edge finished. Complementary plain laminate on reverse.

3000 x 650mm

Upstand
12mm

Available in 44mm in four decors: Black Sparkle - Glacier - Calico - Pearl Grey.
One long edge and two short edges finished.

4100 x 650mm

Available in 44mm and slimline 27mm in all decors,
one long edge and two short edges finished.
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installation made easy
Easy Installation
By applying our knowledge and expertise in worktop manufacturing
Encore really does re-interpret solid surfacing for today’s kitchens.
We have developed a product requiring the same jointing techniques
as conventional laminate worksurfaces. The surface is pre-sanded to
a 320 grit finish, which will be further sanded and finished on site by
your installer to give a lovely semi-matt appearance. Maintaining this
finish will require a periodic application of BB Professional Worktop
Polish, which is supplied with our Installation Kit. Corner joints are the
real strength of Encore. The finished joint is seamless and very, very
hygienic – you’ll even forget it’s there.

Installer Training
Bushboard offers free training courses weekly for professional
installers in all aspects of Encore installation ensuring the installer can
produce a first-class finish. Full instructions are also supplied in every
Encore Installation Kit and must be read prior to commencing any
installation. Copies are available on the website or from our Customer
Support Team on 01933 232272.

Installation kits & adhesives
Installation kit
For every installation the installer must use an Encore Installation
Kit, together with our Encore colour-matched adhesives. Adhesives
are not included in the kit but are available in individual cartridges
which can be purchased separately.
Encore colour-matched adhesive
Encore colour-matched adhesive is used for seamless joints, edge
strips and for Encore acrylic sinks. The adhesive is supplied in 50ml
cartridges and requires a reusable mixer gun which is available from
your supplier. We recommend the following usage guidelines:
One 50ml cartridge per 2 joints
One 50ml cartridge per 2 x 650mm edge strips
One 50ml cartridge per radius end
One 50ml cartridge per slab end where a mitred, seamless joint is
required
One 50ml cartridge per single bowl Encore acrylic sink. (Use the
colour-match for the worksurface)
One and a half 50ml cartridges per one and a half bowl
Encore acrylic undermount sink. (Use the colour-match for the
worksurface)
BB Complete adhesive
BB Complete adhesive must only be used for the following:
• Undermounting stainless steel and granite sinks
• Bonding and seaming upstands and splashbacks
• Installation of overlapping type slab ends
It must not be used to joint Encore worksurfaces, apply edge
strips, bond Encore acrylic sinks nor for mitred slab-ends. For
these applications use only Encore colour-matched adhesive.
Jigs for radius curved ends
These are required to create curved worktops with our 1350mm
thin edging strip for curved corners or island units. We supply
a radius jig which is suitable for 230mm, 300mm, 400mm and
450mm radii.

Pictured above: Ice slimline worksurface showing the
directional nature of a marbled joint.
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radius edge strip for 27mm

1350 x 1.7mm

radius edge strip for 44mm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1350 x 1.7mm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

edge strip for 44mm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2400 x 5mm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

edge strip for 44mm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1350 x 5mm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

50ml - use for joints, edge
strips and encore sinks

colour-matched adhesive

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

midway splashback

4100 X 600 x 5mm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

hob splashback

1200 x 1200 x 5mm

44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm

27mm
27mm
27mm

upstand

44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm

island

44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm

breakfast bar

27mm
27mm
27mm
27mm
27mm
27mm
27mm
27mm

worksurface

27mm
27mm
27mm
27mm
27mm
27mm
27mm
27mm

2400 X 1200 x 27mm

worksurface/slab end

worksurface

44mm
44mm
44mm
44mm

27mm
27mm
27mm
27mm
27mm
27mm
27mm
27mm

3600 X 100 x 12mm

jet black
ivory
ice white
ash grey
chocolate
mushroom
ice white
jet black
ice white
pewter grey
basalt grey

2400 X 900 x 44/27mm

Black Sparkle
Calico
Glacier
Pearl Grey
Chocolate Sparkle
Cinnamon
Crystal White
Crystal Black
Crystal Glass
Lava
Storm

4100 X 650 x 44/27mm

ash grey
ice white
mushroom
chocolate
fudge
ivory
pewter grey
jet black

2000 x 650 x 44/27mm

Mountain Haze
Ice
Mocha Stone
Espresso Glass
Caramel Glass
Ivory Glass
Pebble Glass
Black Sparkle

3000 X 650 x 44mm

Use for undermount
stainless steel and granit
sinks, splashbacks and
upstands

slimline
slimline
slimline
slimline
slimline
slimline
slimline
slimline

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Listed below are the additional items and tools
that are available from your supplier to ensure a
professional installation.

Encore acrylic seamless moulded sinks

Consumer Care Kit

Two models are available. (See page 40)

Includes refinishing pads, polish
and cloths for maintenance.

Installation Kit

Single bowl sink for 500mm base
Allow 1 x 50ml Encore colour-matched adhesive
to match worktop and 1 x set sink clips.
(See page 37)

Installer training

Use one for every installation. Includes all
cleaning, sanding and finishing materials.
Does not include adhesives.

Reusable radius jig
Use to cut radius ends 230mm, 300mm,
400mm and 450mm.

Reusable sink jigs
See page 40 for details.

Reusable drainer jig
Use to cut horizontal 2mm deep grooves for
draining areas. (See page 7)

Sink installation clips
Pack of 12 to install one undermount sink.
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One and a half bowl sink for 600mm base
Allow 1.5 x 50ml Encore colour-matched
adhesive to match worktop and 1 x set sink
clips. (See page 31)
Installers also need
A reusable sink jig set suitable for both Encore
sink models including a blending cutter.
Replacement cutters are also available.

Bushboard offers free training
courses weekly for professional
installers in all aspects of Encore
installation ensuring the installer
can produce a first-class finish.
Installation instructions are
also supplied in every Encore
Installation Kit and must be
read prior to commencing any
installation. Copies are available
on the website or from our
Customer Support Team on
01933 232 272.

NEW

NEW

Espresso Glass
NEW

Mocha Stone
NEW

Mountain Haze

Ivory Glass
NEW

NEW

Pebble Glass

Ice

Caramel Glass

Black Sparkle

Crystal Glass

Chocolate Sparkle

NEW

Pearl Grey

Calico

Glacier

Storm

Crystal White

Crystal Black

Lava

Cinnamon

Call for samples Tel 01933 232 242 Fax 01933 232 286 Email: help@bushboard.co.uk www.bushboard.co.uk
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made in Great Britain
Bushboard is proud to be the UK’s largest
independent worktop manufacturer and all our
worksurfaces are precision made in our factory
at Wellingborough.
You can be confident that when buying Encore,
you are making an investment in a quality
assured product.

PEFC/16-37-247

10 year
guarantee

Promoting Sustainable
Forest Management
www.pefc.org

ISO 9001: 2008
FM 584991

Encore products come
with a 10 year guarantee
against manufacturing
defect.
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All chipboard used in the
manufacture of Encore
carries the internationally
recognised PEFC
standard guaranteeing
that it comes from
responsibly managed
and sustainable sources.

ISO 14001:2004
EMS 584992

Encore products are
manufactured under
ISO 9001 Quality and
ISO 14001 Environmental
Systems to assure you of
a choice well made.

Encore products are
manufactured in our
factory at Wellingborough
and we are proud to
support the Made in
Britain campaign.

great support
To help you with your choice, we have a dedicated
Customer Support Team to give you all the friendly help and
advice you need.
They can send you a brochure and samples of the designs
you are considering. We also offer advice on installing and
looking after your Encore worksurface and our After Care
Leaflet is available by post, email or on our website.
The Encore range is available from kitchen showrooms
nationwide who can help you with design advice and
planning. Visiting one of them is the best way to make your
final choice. The team can advise which are nearest to you.
Call 01933 232 272.
All brochures and samples are available free of charge by
ordering them on our dedicated sample line:
tel: 01933 232 242
fax: 01933 232 286
email: help@bushboard.co.uk
@bushboard
www.facebook.com/bushboard
www.bushboard.co.uk
Bushboard Ltd
9-29 Rixon Road
Wellingborough Northants NN8 4BA
Back cover picture: Black Sparkle worksurface.

The company reserves the right to change specifications at any time, without notice. Every
effort has been made to achieve faithful representations of our products in this brochure, but
due to printing limitations we recommend that samples of actual material are requested before
purchasing.

492281/15/CRM
492137/33/DIST
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luxury in quartz

Worktops, splashbacks and upstands exclusively manufactured by

the beauty of quartz
Quartz is the material of the moment when it comes
to luxury worksurfaces.
With our unique M-Stone range, the luxurious looks
are a given. More than that it offers you the benefits of
lower prices and faster installation because it requires
none of the usual templating and waiting time for your
worksurfaces to be made off-site. M-Stone is tailored
and installed directly in your kitchen, bringing a far
speedier finish to your project.
M-Stone is the latest innovation in man-made
quartz. It’s a unique blend of natural quartz particles
and resin, giving you a material that is technically
advanced compared to stone and granite. This is a
material with its own character and composition and
a wide range of benefits. It’s high performance, while
being low maintenance, so it can cope easily in the
hardest-working of kitchens without being a chore to
keep clean. Highly resistant to stains, scratches and
impact, M-Stone is guaranteed for 10 years giving
you the assurance too of long-lasting quality.
The palette of colours will grace any contemporary,
modern or traditional style of kitchen. The material
offers superb design freedom for shaped corners,
breakfast bars and any style of sink can be fitted
into the worksurface. And there are upstands and
splashbacks for those all-important finishing touches.
M-Stone offers luxury for less, but without a hint of
compromise.
Pictured: Ivory Stone worksurface, upstand
and hob splashback.

Front cover: Black Diamond Stone worksurface and upstand. Shown
with a Franke Ariane ARX 160 1.5 bowl sink and a Franke Rigi Tap in
Chrome.
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no waiting
There’s no quicker way to a stunning quartz
worksurface than with M-Stone. Whether you
are having a brand new kitchen or replacing your
worksurfaces, no-one wants their kitchen disrupted
for longer than they have to.
M-Stone is supplied in ready-made sizes for
worksurfaces, upstands and splashbacks which are
cut, shaped, jointed and installed directly on site.
Compared to the usual template-fabricate-wait route,
this can save you up to two weeks.
Why have the hassle, when you can have M-Stone?
Pictured left: Pewter Stone worksurface and upstand. Shown with a
Franke Largo LAX 120 45 30 sink with drainer grooves and a Grohe
Minta tap in Supersteel.

Pictured below: Pewter Stone worksurface showing how the corner
joint is neatly formed with a v-groove detail.
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luxury for less
You’ll be surprised how affordable our M-Stone
product can be.
The innovation of the material means that M-Stone
can combine outstanding design and quality
with attractive pricing. And with the ready-made
components installed from start to finish on site, this
has the benefit of keeping costs down too.
So there’ll be something left over for a bottle of bubbly
to toast your new kitchen.
Pictured: White Gem Stone worksurface.

Black Gem Stone

White Gem Stone

7

design freedom
Classic or contemporary, M-Stone offers the design
freedom for any style of kitchen you desire.
The versatile character of our material means that it
can be precisely machined on site to create curves
and shapes. You get exactly the design you want,
with the assurance of a professional, long-lasting fit.
Any style of sink, be it belfast, inset, flushmount or
undermount, can be fitted complete with drainer
grooves. And there’s also matching upstands and
splashbacks to complete the look with smooth
surfaces and simple design lines.
Pictured below: Black Gem Stone worksurface and upstand.

Pictured opposite: Black Diamond Stone worksurface and upstand.
Shown with a Carron Phoenix Belfast 200 sink and a Grohe
Bridgeford two handle mixer tap.
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tough and beautiful
Busy kitchens need hardworking surfaces and you
can be sure that M-Stone won’t disappoint.
Tough and beautiful, the 20mm solid material is a
unique composition of natural quartz and resin. It
offers exceptional strength and superior resistance
to stains, scratches and impact. Hygienic and nonporous, it will repel staining from everyday spills
including coffee, wine, lemon juice or olive oil.
Why not combine it with one of our laminate
splashbacks for some easy-living style?
Pictured: Almond Stone worksurface. Shown with an Omega HiGloss
laminate splashback in Ambre.

Ivory Stone

Almond Stone

Black Diamond Stone

Pewter Stone
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finishing touches
The difference is always in the detail. Upstands and
splashbacks in the matching quartz design provide
attractive finishing touches. They are easily installed
and will complement any kitchen design.
Consider fitting a quartz hob splashback. It provides
a high performance and easy clean surface for one of
the hardest working parts of your kitchen.
Pictured: Ivory Stone worksurface, upstand
and hob splashback.

Splashback
12mm

Worksurface
20mm

12

Upstand
12mm
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style with sinks
With M-Stone you can have any style of sink you
choose. There are no limitations because the 20mm
solid material can work with any size, shape or style
you want. The options can also help work with your
budget too. Here they are explained:

Undermount sinks in stainless steel are the
classic favourite for composite worksurfaces.
You can also choose ceramic or composite
undermounts. The sink is mounted to the
underside of the material, clipped and sealed in
place for a watertight finish with BBcomplete.

Easy fit: The worksurface material is cut to
suit the size and shape of the undermount
bowl allowing for a slight overhang.
Practical solutions: Drainer grooves are
machined into the material and there is a
choice of patterns available to suit your chosen
sink style.

Pictured: Pewter Stone worksurface.
Shown with a Kubus sink and Wave tap from Franke.

Belfast sinks are an ideal partner for quartz
worksurfaces.

Flexible fit: The material is cut to suit the
bowl size, allowing for an overhang of 25mm
around the sink perimeter. This allows for
water to be swept easily from the drainer
straight into the bowl. The joint between the
sink and worksurface is sealed watertight
with BBcomplete.

Beautifully crafted: Drainer grooves in
a choice of patterns are machined into the
material, on one or both sides of your sink as
you wish.

Pictured: Black Diamond Stone worksurface.
Shown with a Carron Phoenix Belfast 200 sink.
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Flushmount sinks are at the top end of
designer styling.

Beautiful: Here the sink sits completely flush
with the worksurface creating the ultimate in
sleek lines.

Perfect finish: The worksurface material is
routered to form a rebate to accept the sink
which is sealed in for a watertight finish with
BBcomplete.

Pictured: Pewter Stone worksurface.
Shown with a Franke Planar Slim-Top sink.

Inset sinks are the easiest style to install
which keeps costs down.
Easy fit: The worksurface material
is cut with an opening and the sink is
positioned and sealed in place with
BBcomplete.
Style without compromise: Inset sinks
are available in stainless steel, composite
and ceramic giving you wide design scope
combined with low installation costs. Look
for the latest style of stainless steel sinks
that sit very low profile to the worksurface
– they have the appearance of a premium
flushmount yet cost effective to install.
Pictured: Pewter Stone worksurface.
Shown with a Franke Mythos Slim-Top sink.
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made to last
Functional to a tee, our quartz worksurfaces combine
high performance with surprisingly low maintenance.
Everyday cleaning is just a simple wipe down with
mild soapy water. Beyond that, the surface needs just
an occasional buff up to keep it looking glossy. You’ll
soon realise how easy M-Stone is to care for.
M-Stone quartz offers the highest levels of resistance
to heat, scratching and scuffing. However chopping
directly on to the surface can leave marks and
some of the latest pans can develop very high
temperatures, so treat it with a little love and use
protectors and chopping boards.

10 year warranty

Your M-Stone worksurface has a 10 year guarantee.
For the warranty to be valid your installer will need to
evidence that our bespoke installation kits have been
used. Proof of purchase is required.
This guarantee is in addition to your statutory rights
as a consumer and does not affect your rights in any
way.
Full details of our guarantee and care and
maintenance can be found on our web site or by
contacting our Customer Service Team on 01933
232272.

Quality

Bushboard’s unique M-Stone worksurfaces are made
from a blend of quartz stone particles and resins
fused together to create a 20mm solid material.

Pictured: Ivory Stone worksurface, upstand
and hob panel.

As they are manufactured from natural quartz
particles on occasion colours may vary slightly
between components.
Installation

We strongly recommend the use of an experienced
fitter, preferably one who has attended one of our
training courses. Whilst the installation process is
straight forward, M-Stone is not a DIY product as
specialist equipment and tooling is required.
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Pewter Stone

Almond Stone

The surfaces and edges of M-Stone components have
been factory finished with a subtle 1.5mm bevel. All
products are boxed for handling protection.
Worksurfaces
3050 x 650 x 20mm surface and all four edges finished
1500 x 650 x 20mm surface and two long and one
short edge finished
Breakfast bar
2100 x 900 x 20mm surface and all four edges finished
Upstand
3050 x 100 x 12mm surface and one long and two
short edges finished
Splashback
1400 x 1000 x 12mm surface and two long and one
short edge finished

Installation products

Ivory Stone

Black Diamond Stone

Unlike natural stone surfaces, M-Stone is designed to
be fitted on-site by your kitchen installer, dramatically
reducing costs and delay. Full instructions are available
by calling 01933 232 272 or as a download from
www.bushboard.co.uk
The following kits are needed to ensure a professional
installation and form part of our 10 year guarantee.
Standard installation kit

Required for all installations involving straight cut edges
and cutouts* for inset sinks and hobs.
Router installation kit
This complements the standard kit and is required for
curved edges, undermount sinks, Belfast sinks and
drainer grooves.
Sink clip kit
For use with stainless steel undermount sinks only.
* We recommend a plunge saw is used to cut M-Stone and
installers will need to source a semi-continuous diamond
turbo saw blade. Due to variations this is not included. See
installation instructions for full information.

Black Gem Stone

White Gem Stone

Adhesives

The use of Bushboard’s BB Complete bonding
and sealing adhesive is required for jointing and
undermounting sinks.
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Black Diamond Stone

Black Gem Stone

Jet Black

Jet Black

White Gem Stone

Almond Stone

Ice White

Fudge

Pewter Stone

Ivory Stove

Slate Grey

Ivory

great support
To help you with your choice, we have a dedicated
Customer Service Team to give you all the friendly help and
advice you need.
They can send you a brochure and samples of the designs
you are considering. We also offer advice on installing and
looking after your M-Stone worksurface and our After Care
leaflet is available by post, email or on our website.
The M-Stone range is on display at retailers nationwide
and visiting one of them is often the best way to make
your final decision. We strongly recommend using them to
design, manage and install your project. We also strongly
recommend you use an M-Stone trained installer and your
retailer will be able to help you with this.
You can locate your nearest retailer by logging on to
www.bushboard.co.uk or calling us during normal office
hours on 01933 232 272.
All brochures and samples are available free of charge by
ordering them on our dedicated customer help line:
tel: 01933 232 242
fax: 01933 232 286
email: help@bushboard.co.uk
www.bushboard.co.uk
Bushboard Ltd
9-29 Rixon Road
Wellingborough Northants NN8 4BA
Back cover picture: Black Diamond Stone worksurface with drainer grooves.

The company reserves the right to change specifications at any time, without notice. Every
effort has been made to achieve faithful representations of our products in this brochure, but
due to printing limitations we recommend that samples of actual material are requested before
purchasing.

492826/Stands
492827/CRM
492828/Dist
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